
National Average Mortgage Rates

Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 7.37% -0.04 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.82% -0.02 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.82% -0.06 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.55% -0.05 0.00

5/1 ARM 7.42% -0.08 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 7.22% -0.22 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.47% -0.29 0.00

Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

30 Yr. Fixed 7.24% +0.11 0.66

15 Yr. Fixed 6.75% +0.11 0.64

30 Yr. FHA 7.01% +0.11 0.94

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.45% +0.05 0.56

5/1 ARM 6.64% +0.12 0.87
Rates as of: 5/2

Recent Housing Data
Value Change

Mortgage Apps Apr 24 196.7 -2.67%

Building Permits Mar 1.46M -3.95%

Housing Starts Mar 1.32M -13.15%

New Home Sales Mar 693K +4.68%

Pending Home Sales Feb 75.6 +1.75%

Existing Home Sales Feb 3.97M -0.75%

Home Price Gains Resumed in November
The recent re-acceleration of home price gains continued in November. The
S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller U.S. National Home Price Index which covers all
nine U.S. census divisions, reported a 3.5 percent annual gain for the month,
up from 3.2 percent in October. The growth rate of the indices had declined
steadily throughout the year. The National Index had closed out 2018 with a
4.6 percent gain. That had dropped to 3.1 percent in August, then began to
rise again.

The 10-City Composite annual increase came in at 2.0 percent and the 20-
City Composite rose 2.6 percent from a year earlier. The annual gains in
October were 1.7 percent and 2.2 percent respectively.

On a month-over-month basis the National Index increased 0.2 percent on a
non-adjusted basis and was 0.5 percent higher after adjustment. Both
composites rose 0.1 percent before adjustment and were also 0.5 percent
higher on an adjusted basis. Thirteen of the 20 cities reported increases
before seasonal adjustment and all 20 did so after adjustment.

Phoenix, Charlotte, and Tampa continued to lead the all 20 cities in price
gains although Charlotte replaced Tampa in second place. Phoenix posted 5.9
percent annual appreciation while Charlotte's prices rose by 5.2 percent and
Tampa's increased by 5.0 percent. Fifteen of the 20 cities reported greater
price increases in the year ending November 2019 versus the year ending
October 2019.
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A Message from Jeffrey Chalmers:

"Is NOW a GREAT Time to Sell? The data speaks volumes."
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Builder Confidence Mar 51 +6.25%

Value Change

 "The U.S. housing market was stable in November," says Craig J. Lazzara, Managing Director and Global Head of Index
Investment Strategy at S&P Dow Jones Indices. "With the month's 3.5 percent increase in the national composite index, home
prices are currently 59 percent above the trough reached in February 2012, and 15 percent above their pre-financial crisis
peak. November's results were broad-based, with gains in every city in our 20-city composite.

"At a regional level, Phoenix retains the top spot for the sixth consecutive month, with a gain of 5.9 percent for November.
Charlotte and Tampa rose by 5.2 percent and 5.0 percent respectively, leading the Southeast region. The Southeast has led all
regions since January 2019.

"As was the case last month, after a long period of decelerating price increases, the National, 10-city, and 20-city Composites
all rose at a modestly faster rate in November than they had done in October. This increase was broad-based, reflecting data
in 15 of 20 cities. It is, of course, still too soon to say whether this marks an end to the deceleration or is merely a pause in the
longer-term trend."

All three indices have recovered to levels surpassing those before the Great Recession. The National Index is 15.1 percent
higher than its previous peak in the summer of 2006 while the 20-City is up 5.9 percent and the 10-City is 2.3 percent higher
than their prior respective highs.

The S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller Home Price Indices are constructed to accurately track the price path of typical single-
family home pairs for thousands of individual houses from the available universe of arms-length sales data. The National U.S.
Home Price Index tracks the value of single-family housing within the United States. The indices have a base value of 100 in
January 2000; thus, for example, a current index value of 150 translates to a 50 percent appreciation rate since January 2000
for a typical home located within the subject market.

As of November 2019, the National Index was at 212.56 up from 212.43 in October. The 10- and 20-City Composites had
readings of 231.45 and 218.68 respectively, compared to 231.16 and 218.43 the prior month. Los Angeles has the highest
index at 289.17 and Cleveland the lowest at 127.67. 
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Because Integrity Matters™
Jeffrey has spent the last three decades perfecting an Honest, Open and Transparent (HOT™) loan and closing process that

is laser-focused on enhancing the consumer mortgage experience. By combining old-school, trustworthy customer service

with real-time, mobile-friendly technology, he has successfully built thousands of loyal, raving fans.
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